Childs
Beanie
Designed by

Crafts by Starlight

Easy and Fun! This hat fits a 2025” head. It is made from Spa
yarn which is a bamboo blended
yarn. The colors are bright and
vibrant which is great for Easter
time.

Materials: Spa Yarn, Colors; Rose Bisque, and Berry Frappe, Hook size – G. This is a size 3 yarn, if you
want to make it with a different brand of yarn.

CH = Chain
SL = Slip Stitch
SC = Single Crochet
DCFL = Double Crochet Front Loop
DCBL = Double Crochet Back Loop

Pink (rose):
Base: CH 96, SL to 1ST Ch made (make sure the chain is not twisted when connecting), Ch 1, turn.
Row 1-10: SC around, SL to 1st SC made, Ch 1, turn.
Fold work in half
Row 11: SC the two edges together by SC around, SL to 1st SC made, Ch 1, turn.

Change Color to purple (Berry)
Row 12: * DCFP, DCBP, rep from * around, make sure you end on DCBP, SL to 1st DC made, CH 2, turn.
Row 13: *DCBP, DCFP, rep from * around, make sure you end on DCFP, SL to 1st DC made, Ch 2 turn.
Row 14: Rep Rows 12 and 13 ten times, tie off and hide string.

Flatten hat down so it looks similar to a square. Attach yarn right side of hat and SC the two edges tog
along the top of the hat. Flip right side out.

Make two Pom Pom’s out of Pink (rose) yarn, and then tie them to the corners of the hat.
I make my pom poms by wrapping yarn around three fingers loosely about 20-30 times, then take
another piece of string and tie the string around the middle of the pom pom. Tie this part tight. Then
take the scissors and cut all the loops and trim the loop into a perfect ball. Make sure not to cut the two
longer strings so you can attach to the hat.

